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QQ  Can I break my diet while i am on holiday and still continue with the Anti-Diet when I get back on track?

AA  The Anti-Diet Lifestyle is not a diet so it's impossible to break it.

QQ  To follow the Anti-Diet, do I have to give up all things sweet?

AA  The Anti-Diet Lifestyle doesn't forbid any food.

QQ  How do I know if the Anti-Diet is right for me?

AA  Before following the Anti-Diet, always seek your doctor's advice.

QQ  Can I lose weight quickly with the Anti-Diet?

AA  The Anti-Diet should be treated much the same as a long haul journey. It will take a while, there will be many

stops and there could be detours but perseverance is the key to long term success.

QQ  Is the Anti-Diet a quick fix to my weight loss problems?

AA  This depends on how quickly you are able to adopt the steps. We believe that slow, steady progress is the best

if you are looking for a permanent, long term solution to meet your weight loss goal.

QQ  I am on a very tight budget, can I still follow the Anti-Diet?

AA  Yes, you do not need lots of money to follow our steps. They are designed to easily fit into your life and have

nothing to do with spending extra money.

QQ  I know that the Anti-Diet is a 4 Step plan but do I have to follow all the steps at once?
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AA  No, how you choose the follow the Anti-Diet is entirely up to you. In fact, we encourage you to take micro

steps because they will be easier to accomplish and stick to. On the other hand, you can decide to follow all of

the steps at once!

QQ  I have children and don't have the time to cook everything from scratch. Will I still be able to follow the Anti-

Diet successfully?

AA  Yes, you will. The Anti-Diet doesn't require any drastic change to your current lifestyle. It focuses instead on

changing your beliefs and re-setting your instincts.

QQ  If I decide to follow the Anti-Diet Lifestyle, will I still be able to socialize without worrying about how much

I'm eating or drinking?

AA  The Anti-Diet is not designed to restrict your lifestyle choices. You will continue to be able to go out to eat

and drink. The only thing that will be different is your attitude.

QQ  What if I am hungry all the time?

AA  The Anti-Diet principles are built to help you return to the place you were as a child i.e. eat when you are

hungry, stop when you are full.

QQ  Do I have to go to the gym for the Anti-Diet to work?

AA  No you do not have to but you can if you like. Exercise is a major contributor to health but the Anti-Diet is

not here to preach how you add movement to your life. There are lots of tips and suggestions for you to try in the

book but you are free to find your own ways that fit into your life.

QQ  I am worried that if I stop dieting I will put on more weight. What can I expect if I follow the Anti-Diet?

AA  The Anti-Diet is a slow, permanent solution. In the beginning the effects will differ from person to person as

everyone is individual. Our solution is not a short term quick fix and because of that, you may see fluctuations in

your weight as you commence your journey to dieting freedom.
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QQ  I've never heard of the Anti-Diet so how do I know that it is for me?

AA  The Anti-Diet has been written for anyone wishing to break the vicious cycle that is dieting. If you fit into this

category then it's worth giving us a try.

QQ  How do I know that the Anti-Diet isn't is just another fad?

AA  The only way to find out is to try it out! If you've already spent lots of time and money on diets then what have

you got to lose by reading about something that could free you from the dieting trap?

QQ  What happens after I have read The Anti-Diet Lifestyle?

 This is up to you. 1 You can read the Anti-Diet and decide that you can implement the steps yourself 2 You

can read the Anti-Diet and decide you need regular support and answers to questions. This is why we have set up

this Facebook page so that we can support you by answering questions and posting inspirational and useful

posts. 3. You can enrol on the Anti-Diet course which will provide a step by step guide on how to implement the

Anti-Diet Lifestyle.

QQ  Can I learn the Anti-Diet alone or do I need to join a group?

AA  The Anti-Diet is effective in both instances. It depends on you and how you flourish. Singularly or in a group -

You decide.

QQ  How does the Anti-Diet work?

AA  It's a four step process to freedom from dieting.

It will teach you how to let go of your unhealthy obsession with dieting and instead focus on your well-being.

Weight loss can be achieved without following fad diets that lead you to experience initial weight loss then the

inevitable weight gain.

QQ  What is the Anti-Diet trying to achieve?

AA
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AA  Our vision is to see an end to the anxiety and unhappiness that diets cause. We would like to show you that

there is another way to reach your weight loss goals.

QQ  I am getting married next year, will the Anti-Diet help me lose weight in time?

AA  The whole purpose of the Anti-Diet is to detach you from this type of thinking. Having deadlines only add

stress. The principles, if applied, will help you focus more on the happiness and excitement of your wedding and

not on your weight.

That being said, the Anti-Diet is designed to be the first stepping stone to your weight loss goals. Its whole aim is

to return you to your natural weight.

QQ  How do I get started on the Anti-Diet?

AA  Simply read the Anti-Diet Lifestyle and apply the principles - available from Amazon

QQ  How long does it take for the Anti-Diet to work?

 This varies from person to person. You need to change your mindset before you start and plan to be in this

for the long run. If you have been leaping from diet to diet for years, it may take a while before you embrace the

change but be patient with yourself. This is not a competition, it is a key to release you from the misery of dieting

and to love yourself starting today!

QQ  I don't earn very much, do I need a lot of money to follow the Anti-Diet?

 No, our passion and motivation stems from the wish to help people reach their weight loss goals. The book is

not costly and it contains everything you need to help you reach your ideal weight. Our Facebook page will be

here to motivate you on your journey. Our mission is to spread the word that dieting doesn't work and that there

is another way!

 I am going on holiday in two weeks, can the Anti-Diet help me lose weight before then?

AA  The Anti-Diet is not a quick fix solution. You may or may not lose some weight in two weeks but this is not the

main aim of the book. This is a long-term permanent answer to your weight loss goals. Once you embrace the

Anti-Diet Lifestyle, we'd like to think that you will not need to lose weight before any holiday again.

AA

AA

QQ
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QQ  Do I have to buy any expensive pills for the Anti-Diet to work?

AA  No, we do not believe that pills are the answer. You only need to apply the basic principles. No weird fad

foods, no unknown practices and no starvation.

QQ  Is the Anti-Diet another fad diet?

AA  Absolutely not!! Our solution is to take you back to the root cause of weight gain and unhealthy results and

then to return you to your natural state of well-being. Our aim is to help you lose weight for life.

QQ  Does the Anti-Diet require me to read lots and lots of books?

AA  No, the Anti-Diet is a one book solution

There are many variations that you can apply to suit your lifestyle but all you need to do is read the one book. It is

short, concise and should only take you a day to read!

QQ  Is applying the Anti-Diet principles difficult?

AA  This is a yes and no answer. It is difficult because it seems too easy. Because our solution is so simple, you may

find it difficult to believe that it works!

Give it a try!!!

QQ  How is the Anti-Diet different to dieting?

AA  Unlike dieting, the Anti-Diet applies a completely different approach to weight loss. The principal is to

remove denial, starvation and punishment with self-love, abundance and rewards.

QQ  What is the Anti-Diet?

AA  It's a lifestyle plan designed to help you lose weight and have the body of your dreams
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QQ  How do I follow the Anti-Diet?

AA  Our advice is simple - follow it, one little step at a time.
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